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Recently, functional interactions between anteroventral prefrontal cortex and nucleus accumbens (NAcc) have been shown to relate to
behavior counteracting reward-desiring (Diekhof and Gruber, 2010). Downregulation of the reward system by serotonin has also been
suggested as the mode of action accounting for unsatisfactory effects of serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) such as insufficient
alleviation or even increase of anhedonia, and loss of interest. However, understanding of the in vivo mechanisms of SSRI-related
alteration of the human reward system is still incomplete. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) within a double-blind
cross-over within-subjects study design and administering the SSRI paroxetine, the dopamine/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor bu-
propione, and placebo for 7 d each, we investigated a group of 18 healthy male subjects. Under paroxetine, subjects showed significantly
decreased activation of the bilateral NAcc during processing of primary rewards (erotic videos), but not under bupropion. Similar to the
previous study, analysis of psychophysiological interactions revealed that this downregulation relied on negative interactions between
left and right NAcc fMRI signals and the bilateral anteroventral prefrontal cortex that now were significantly enhanced under paroxetine
and reduced under bupropion. Individual drug-dependent modulations of interacting brain regions were significantly associated with
individual expressions of impulsivity as a personality trait. Our results corroborate and extend previous insights on interregional
crosstalk from secondary to primary rewards and demonstrate parallels between active inhibitory control of and serotonergic effects on
the dopaminergic reward system’s activity.

Introduction
Modulation of the dopaminergic reward system by serotonin is
increasingly attracting attention in systems neuroscience (Seo et
al., 2008; Kranz et al., 2010; Hayes and Greenshaw, 2011). A
prevalent psychopharmacological example for such an interac-
tion is the reward system’s downregulation, which has been sug-
gested to account for unsatisfactory effects of antidepressant
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Symptoms linked to dys-
functional reward processing, such as decreased motivation, loss
of interest, and anhedonia, have been observed to be either insuf-
ficiently alleviated or even intensified by these drugs (Nutt et al.,
2007; Price et al., 2009). Sexual dysfunction, including reduced
drive and desire, is a common phenomenon accompanying SSRI
intake (Clayton et al., 2002; Serretti and Chiesa, 2009), pointing
toward impaired processing of primary rewards. Diminished re-
sponsiveness to motivational stimuli under SSRIs has been re-

lated to the inhibition of dopaminergic reward circuits by
serotonin (Kranz et al., 2010) and is in line with a proposed
opponency of dopaminergic and serotonergic effects (Boureau
and Dayan, 2011). However, mechanisms remain unclear. Pre-
clinical studies have shown that increased serotonergic tone un-
der SSRIs may facilitate dopaminergic activity under some
circumstances, but dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens
(NAcc) decreases via stimulation of serotonergic 5HT2C recep-
tors (Alex and Pehek, 2007). Downregulation of reward process-
ing under SSRIs furthermore may relate to reciprocal interactions
of prefrontal areas with the NAcc (Carr and Sesack, 2000; Goto
and Grace, 2008).

In a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
study in healthy subjects using primary rewards, we demon-
strated decreased subcortical reward system activation under
steady-state conditions of the SSRI paroxetine but not under the
dopamine-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor bupropion (Abler
et al., 2011). No interaction effect of task and medication was
observed in prefrontal brain areas. Thus, the design permits in-
vestigating how cortico-subcortical functional interactions of
reward-related brain areas may modulate the downregulation of
reward functions under SSRIs. Similar to a previous report
(Diekhof and Gruber, 2010), this issue was investigated using the
framework of psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses to
study whether or how these interactions may be differentially
modulated by the different drugs. Diekhof and Gruber (2010)
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have shown an increased negative interaction between the bilat-
eral anteroventral prefrontal cortex (avPFC) and decreased
reward-related NAcc activation. This happened whenever sub-
jects successfully inhibited impulses toward gathering a small im-
mediate reward for the sake of a greater future monetary reward.

Accordingly, we hypothesized that the same negative interac-
tion between reward-processing areas and orbitofrontal regions
can be observed with primary rewards (erotic stimuli), and that
this interaction would be enhanced by the SSRI but not by bu-
propion. Due to actual knowledge about the serotononergic pro-
jections from midbrain’s raphé nuclei, we extended the
hypothesis derived from the previous study and also investigated
the interaction between the raphé nuclei and the NAcc. Again, we
expected a negative interaction between these regions, proposing
a potential mechanism for the enhanced downregulation of NAcc
activity under the influence of SSRIs. Finally, we measured indi-
vidual expressions of selected personality traits that may predict
individual pharmacological effects on the proposed connectivity.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Eighteen healthy male, heterosexual subjects aged 23–34 years
(mean 25.4 years, SD 2.9 years, three left-handed) took placebo, bupro-
pion, and paroxetine at routine clinical doses for 7 d each in a counter-
balanced order and were included in the fMRI study. The study was
approved by the local ethical review board of the University of Ulm. All
volunteers gave written informed consent before the study in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Exclusion criteria were any psychiatric,
neurological, and/or major medical diagnoses currently or in the past;
any serious general medical condition; use of illegal drugs; excessive con-
sumption of caffeine or alcohol; any regular systemic medication; and/or
any other medication within the week before the study. Detailed sample
characteristics and exclusion criteria were reported previously (Abler et
al., 2011). Upon recruitment, subjects completed a German version (Re-
inecke et al., 2006) of the Massachusetts General Hospital Sexual Func-
tion Questionnaire (Labbate and Lare, 2001).

Study design and procedures. The study was set up as a randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled within-subject cross-over design. Each
subject underwent an fMRI scan on three different occasions, once under
placebo (gelatin capsule filled with mannitol powder), once under par-
oxetine (20 mg, capsule with pulverized paroxetine), and once under
bupropion (150 mg, capsule with bupropion). All capsules appeared
identical. To allow for washout time, scans were separated by intervals of
at least 14 d. For each treatment, subjects were instructed to take one
capsule each morning for 7 d to reach steady-state blood levels. On the
seventh day, subjects were scheduled for an fMRI scan 2 h after intake of
the last capsule. Blood samples were taken after each fMRI session to
assess treatment adherence to bupropion and paroxetine. Blood level
analyses after completion of the whole study revealed mean bupropion
levels of 59.9 ng/ml (SD 27.7) and mean paroxetine levels of 28.1 ng/ml
(SD 17.9).

Task and stimuli. During fMRI scans, erotic video clips were presented
as primary rewards, alternating with neutral video clips in a standard
block design with prolonged visual stimulation. Erotic video clips dem-
onstrated sexual interactions between one man and one or two women
(petting, oral sex, and vaginal intercourse) extracted from commercial
adult films. The neutral video clips depicted men and women in emo-
tionally neutral, nonerotic interactions (at a shop, at the airport). Nine
different video clips of each type were presented for 20 s each, separated
by a 20 s interstimulus interval with a white fixation cross on a black
screen. Video clips were presented in a pseudorandomized order with
not more than two consecutive clips of the same type.

fMRI acquisition. A 3.0 tesla Magnetom Allegra scanner (Siemens)
equipped with a head coil was used to acquire T1 anatomical volume
images (1 � 1 � 1 mm voxels) and functional magnetic resonance im-
ages. Twenty-three transversal slices were acquired with an image size of
64 � 64 pixels and a field of view of 192 mm. Slice thickness was 3 mm
with 0.75 mm gap, resulting in a voxel size of 3 � 3 � 3.75 mm. Images

were centered on basal structures of the brain, including subcortical
regions of interest (basal ganglia and prefrontal regions). Functional im-
ages were recorded using a T2*-sensitive gradient echo sequence measur-
ing changes in blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast.
During viewing of video clips, 487 volumes were obtained at a TR of 1500
ms (TE, 35 ms; flip angle, 90°).

fMRI analysis. Image processing and statistical analyses were per-
formed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5, Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) with a random effects model for
group analyses. Preprocessing of the individual functional scans included
realignment to correct for motion artifacts, slice timing, spatial normal-
ization to a standard template [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
voxel size after normalization: 2 � 2 � 2 mm], and smoothing with an 8
mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Intrinsic autocorrelations were accounted
for by an AR(1) model and low-frequency drifts were removed via high-
pass filtering.

After preprocessing, first-level analyses were performed for each sub-
ject. According to the general linear model, we defined two separate
regressors to estimate the neural activation associated with the two types
of video stimuli (erotic and nonerotic, each against fixation baseline),
and the contrast thereof. Video blocks were modeled as timely extended
events of 20 s and convolved with the hemodynamic response function.
The six realignment parameters modeling residual motion were also in-
cluded in the individual models. We defined two regions-of-interest
(ROIs) for the left and right NAcc using the masks provided by the
Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases (www.cma.
mgh.harvard.edu/fsl_atlas.html). The left-sided ROI consisted of 74 vox-
els with a voxel size of 2 � 2 � 2 mm; the right-sided ROI consisted of 63
voxels.

From each subject, the estimated mean fMRI signal averaged across
voxels of each ROI was extracted and served as individual parameter
estimates of modeled effects for each condition of erotic and nonerotic
video clips against fixation baseline blocks. Main and interaction effects
of the factors condition (erotic, nonerotic) and medication (placebo,
paroxetine, bupropion) on averaged parameter estimates were tested
using a 2 � 3 ANOVA. The main and interaction effects were calculated
with STATISTICA 6.0 and thresholded at p � 0.05 to infer significant
effects. For the planned post hoc paired t tests computed to test significant
treatment effects on the differential fMRI signal (erotic minus noner-
otic), we applied a rough false-discovery rate correction to account for
the six post hoc tests of interest (adjusted p � 0.029).

PPIs (Friston et al., 1997) were calculated to assess the hypothesized
negative functional interactions of the NAcc activation with the bilateral
avPFC and raphé nuclei to investigate mechanisms of decreased reward
system reactivity under the SSRI. Therefore, the two NAcc ROIs were
chosen as seed areas. BOLD signal time series were extracted from these
ROIs using the VOI time series extraction utility provided by SPM. The
extracted signal time series served as physiological regressors. The main
effect of condition (erotic minus nonerotic) was defined as the psycho-
logical regressor. The PPI term was built separately for the left and right
NAcc, representing the regressors of interest, and were computed using
the PPI toolbox of the SPM software. First-level analysis was performed
separately for each NAcc ROI and treatment, estimating the variance of
voxels according to a general linear model, to determine task-dependent
changes of connectivity beyond and above the main effects of task and
activation.

Each of these designs yielded one PPI contrast image; that is, six PPI
contrast images per subject (2 NAcc ROIs � 3 treatment levels). These
images were then propagated to two separate random effects analyses
(one for each NAcc ROI) to average PPI analyses across subjects. Infer-
ence of significant results was restricted to predefined ROIs within the
anterovental prefrontal cortex (avPFC, see below) and the periaqueduc-
tal gray comprising the anatomical localization of the raphé nuclei (see
below). Statistical results of PPI analyses are reported down to the lenient
threshold of p � 0.01 uncorrected, although most of the main and dif-
ferential effects reported survived corrections for multiple comparisons
(these effects are marked in Tables 1–3). We chose the more lenient
threshold because we wanted to ascertain whether functional interac-
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tions of the NAcc and avPFC were indeed lateralized or simply weaker in
one hemisphere.

For the avPFC ROI, we used the peak voxel of an already statistically
inferred negative interaction between the NAcc and the left avPFC (MNI
coordinates: x/y/z � �28/56/4) from the previous study by Diekhof and
Gruber (2010) as a starting point, and defined a 10 mm sphere around
this maximum for the left avPFC ROI. The resulting ROI, comprising an
orbitofrontal brain region within Brodmann area 10, was mirrored to
establish the avPFC ROI in the right hemisphere (10 mm sphere around
x/y/z � 28/56/4). The raphé nuclei ROI was defined as a 10 mm sphere
centered on an activation maximum (MNI coordinates: x/y/z � 3/�30/
�18) from a previous study on perception of sexual stimuli (Walter et al.,
2007).

To further test the behavioral impact of potentially drug-modulated
frontostriatal interactions, correlations between differential (verum vs
placebo) PPI effects and individual scores on the Thrill and Adventure
Seeking (TAS) subscale of the German version of the Sensation Seeking
Scales, Form V (SSS-V) (Beauducel et al., 2003) were calculated. The TAS
was chosen first because our previous findings demonstrated correla-
tions between the TAS subscale and brain activity related to monetary
rewards (Abler et al., 2006). Second, although slightly different in item
construction, the TAS subscale has a close relationship to the Novelty
Seeking scale of the Cloninger Temperament and Character Inventory,
which was assessed in a previous study on NAcc–avPFC interactions
(Diekhof and Gruber, 2010). Correlations of individual estimated
heights of interaction effects between NAcc and avPFC, as well as NAcc
and raphé nuclei with individual scores of the TAS scale, were calculated
using SPM, again restricting the analyses to the voxels within predefined
ROIs.

Results
Subjects reached average sum scores on the SSS-V scale (score,
23.7; SD, 5.7). On three of the four subscales, the present sample’s
means of scores were within half a standard deviation of the
corresponding scores of a reference sample (Beauducel et al.,
2003). Scores for the fourth subscale, TAS, were slightly higher
(mean, 8.4 points; SD, 2.4) compared with the average of the
reference sample.

Effect of erotic stimulation � treatment interaction in
bilateral nucleus accumbens
As hypothesized, the 2 � 3 ANOVA on the NAcc ROI-averaged
fMRI signal revealed a significant main effect of condition (erotic vs
nonerotic video clips) in left (F(2,34) � 22.17, p � 0.0002) and right
(F(2,34) � 20.08, p � 0.0003) NAcc, and a significant interaction
effect with the factor treatment (left NAcc: F(2,34) � 4.93, p � 0.01;
right NAcc: F(2,34) � 5.45, p � 0.009). Planned post hoc paired t tests
on the difference fMRI signal (erotic minus nonerotic) confirmed a
significantly decreased signal magnitude bilaterally when comparing
paroxetine to bupropion (left: t(17) � 3.06, p � 0.007; right: t(17) �
3.29, p � 0.002), and on the right hemisphere when comparing
paroxetine against placebo (right: t(17) �2.05, p�0.028). For the left
hemisphere, the contrast paroxetine versus placebo failed signifi-
cance according to the adjusted p value (t(17) � 1.88, p � 0.039).
There was a trend toward increased activation under bupropion
compared with placebo (left: t(17) � 1.41, p � 0.088; right: t(17) �
1.39, p � 0.090). No significant correlations were found between
differential effects in brain activation and data from questionnaires.
Results are depicted in Figure 1A.

PPI results
Parallel to previous findings (Diekhof and Gruber, 2010), we
found significant negative psychophysiological interactions be-
tween NAcc and avPFC (Table 1) already under placebo, which
were markedly pronounced under paroxetine. Interactions be-

tween NAcc and raphé nuclei were significant only under parox-
etine. Analyses of treatment-related changes in connectivity of
bilateral NAcc with avPFC and raphé nuclei confirmed the prom-
inent effect under paroxetine (Table 2; Fig. 1C): Negative inter-
actions were significantly stronger under paroxetine than under
placebo and bupropion. Negative interactions were still stronger
under placebo than under bupropion (Table 2; Fig. 1C). No dif-
ferences were observed for the inverted contrasts of bupropion
minus placebo or placebo minus paroxetine.

To further assess the specificity of our preselected ROIs, we reran
the group analysis on averaged PPIs under paroxetine anatomically
unrestricted over the whole brain (p � 0.001, uncorrected, with a
spatial extent of at least 10 contiguously significant voxels per clus-

Figure 1. A, Task-related fMRI activation (differences in parameter estimates of modeled
effects) within the left NAcc ROI for the contrast erotic minus nonerotic video clips with signif-
icantly reduced activation under the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor paroxetine com-
pared with the dopamine/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor bupropion and placebo. B, ROIs
for NAcc, defined according to the Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases, for
the avPFC defined according to Diekhof and Gruber (2010) and for the raphé nuclei defined
according to Walter et al. (2007). C, Parameter estimates of negative PPI strengths between left
NAcc and right avPFC with significantly greater negative interaction under paroxetine than
under placebo and bupropion and less negative interaction under bupropion compared with
placebo.
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ter). Results of this analysis are depicted in
Figure 2, demonstrating a high anatomical
correspondence between results of this anal-
ysis and the preselected ROIs.

Correlational findings of PPI and
individual TAS scores
Enhanced negative connectivity between
NAcc and avPFC under paroxetine versus
placebo was significantly related to higher
individual TAS scores. When comparing
PPI patterns under placebo versus bupro-
pion, greater negative differences (pla-
cebo � bupropion) were associated with
lower individual TAS scores. In other words,
the higher the individual expression of thrill
and adventure seeking, the more subjects
were susceptible for the effects of paroxetine
and the less susceptible they were to the ef-
fects of bupropion (Table 3; Fig. 3). Signifi-
cant correlations were only evident for PPI
measures of the interaction between the
NAcc and the avPFC. Parameter estimates
of the interaction between the NAcc and
raphé nuclei did not correlate with TAS
scores.

Figure 2. A, B, Whole-brain results of psychophysiological interactions of right (A) and left (B) NAcc with the bilateral avPFC and
periaqueductal gray in the area of the raphé nuclei significant under paroxetine (threshold of p � 0.001, uncorrected, minimum
cluster size of 10 continuously significant voxels), illustrating the specificity of the region-of-interest results.

Table 1. Psychophysiological interaction results: negative interactions of left and right NAcc activity with left and right avPFC ROIs and with the raphé nuclei ROI

Negative interaction with activity in left NAcc Negative interaction with activity in right NAcc

Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value p value Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value p value

Placebo
avPFC, right 32/54/8 3.03 0.001 None
avPFC, left None None
Raphé nuclei None None

Bupropion
avPFC, right None None
avPFC, left None �34/52/8 3.02 0.001
Raphé nuclei None None

Paroxetine
avPFC, right 20/58/0 5.57* �0.001 20/56/�2 4.48* �0.001
avPFC, left �28/48/10 3.70* �0.001 �32/52/12 3.32 �0.001
Raphé nuclei 4/�28/�22 3.80* �0.001 8/�30/�24 3.43* �0.001

Results reported down to a threshold of voxel-level: p � 0.01, uncorrected.

*Results survive FWE correction at p � 0.05.

Table 2. Psychophysiological interaction results: differential interaction expressed in left and right avPFC ROIs and in the raphé nuclei ROI between activity within left and
right NAcc and experimental condition (erotic vs neutral video clips)

Differential interaction with activity in left NAcc Differential interaction with activity in right NAcc

Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value p value Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value p value

PAR � PLAC
avPFC, right 22/58/2 3.36* �0.001 26/56/4 2.59 0.005
avPFC, left None �26/50/8 2.48 0.007
PAG/raphe 6/�28/�22 3.51* �0.001 6/�26/�22 3.16 0.001

PAR � BUP
avPFC, right 20/58/0 4.31* �0.001 28/54/6 3.32* �0.001
avPFC, left None None
PAG/raphe 2/�28/�20 4.03* �0.001 6/�34/�20 3.63* �0.001

PLAC � BUP
avPFC, right 30/52/8 2.87 0.002 None
avPFC, left None None
PAG/raphe �4/�28/�18 2.81 0.002 0/�34/�18 3.08 0.001

Threshold at voxel-level: p � 0.01, uncorrected.

*Results survive FDR correction at p � 0.05.

PAR, paroxetine; PLAC, placebo; BUP, bupropion; PAG, periaqueductal gray.
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Discussion
In the present study, we investigated functional interactions be-
tween brain areas that have previously been related to active cog-
nitive control and discounting of secondary rewards (Diekhof
and Gruber, 2010). With the difference of using primary rewards
and even in the absence of any cognitive control, a significant
negative interaction between the NAcc, as part of the mesolimbic
dopaminergic reward system, and a region in the avPFC was

observed under placebo. These interactions were significantly
modulated by two different drugs, the serotonergic antidepres-
sant drug paroxetine and the dopaminergic/noradrenergic drug
bupropion. Very similar to the active cognitive control condition
of Diekhof and Gruber (2010), treatment with SSRI significantly
increased negative coupling estimates, indicating that increased
avPFC activities were associated with the observed reduced re-
sponsiveness of the NAcc upon processing of primary rewards
under this drug. Such a mechanism is in line with an opponency
of dopaminergic and serotonergic principles and was further
supported by the observation of markedly reduced negative in-
teractions with both regions of interest when subjects had taken
bupropion as a dopaminergic drug. Bupropion also led to an
increased responsiveness of the NAcc under erotic stimulation,
although the difference against placebo was not statistically sig-
nificant. To further align present results with those of Diekhof
and Gruber (2010), we tested whether the observed interactions
were related to individual measures of personality. Although with
a slightly different realization of the psychological construct of
trait impulsivity, we observed that subjects with higher impulsiv-
ity scores showed more enhanced negative coupling between the
NAcc and avPFC when coupling estimates under the SSRI were
compared against placebo. In contrast, this relationship was in-
verted when comparing coupling estimates under bupropion
against placebo, and lower individual TAS scores were associated
with higher negative parameters of the estimated interaction.

The observed negative NAcc–avPFC interactions have re-
cently been interpreted as a neural correlate of prefrontal inhib-
itory control over reward signals in the NAcc (Diekhof and
Gruber, 2010). This interpretation is well supported by previous
evidence of the existence of projections from orbitofrontal corti-
ces to the NAcc in primates (Haber et al., 1995). Furthermore, the
functional interaction of orbitofrontal cortices and mesolimbic
dopaminergic brain areas has already been described in experi-
mental animals (Carr and Sesack, 2000; Goto and Grace, 2008).
In humans, an exaggerated fMRI signal of the NAcc relative to
lateral orbitofrontal activity has been shown in adolescents. The
finding was interpreted as the result of a disproportionately ear-
lier maturation of the subcortical reward system relative to inhib-
itory cortical areas, which might explain increased risk-taking
behavior in adolescents and their bias of actions toward immedi-
ate over long-term gains (Galvan et al., 2006). Similarly, in obese
women, a dysfunctional response of the reward system to food
stimuli has been reported along with changed effective connec-
tivities between the NAcc and the orbitofrontal cortex (Stoeckel
et al., 2009). Also, previous attempts to target impaired impulse

Table 3. Correlations of differential psychophysiological interactions (PPIs) with TAS scores (Thrill and Adventure Seeking subscale of Sensation Seeking Scale, SSS-V)

Correlation with degree of differential functional interaction with activ-
ity in left NAcc

Correlation with degree of differential functional interaction with
activity in right NAcc

Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value Peak r p value Peak voxel (x/y/z) Max z value Peak r p value

PAR � PLAC correlation (neg) TAS
avPFC, right 22/58/6 3.10 �0.68 0.001 22/60/6 3.28 �0.71 0.001
avPFC, left �24/54/�4 2.87 �0.64 0.002 �28/48/10 2.92 �0.65 0.002
raphe nuclei None None

PLAC � BUP correlation (pos) TAS
avPFC, right 36/54/8 3.32* 0.71 �0.001 22/56/6 3.03 0.67 0.001
avPFC, left �34/50/8 3.64* 0.76 �0.001 �32/48/8 3.23 0.70 0.001
raphe nuclei None

Threshold at voxel-level: p � 0.01, uncorrected.

*Results survive FDR correction at p � 0.05.

r, Correlational value; PAR, paroxetine; PLAC, placebo; BUP, bupropion; PAR � PLAC, more negative interaction under paroxetine than under placebo; PLAC � BUP, less negative interaction under bupropion than under placebo; neg,
negative; pos, positive.

Figure 3. Correlational results of the differential height of negative PPIs between left NAcc and
right avPFC with trait impulsivity, as assessed with the TAS subscale of the sensation seeking scale
SSS-V. A, More negative PPIs under paroxetine versus placebo are negatively correlated with TAS
scores. B, Less negative PPIs under bupropion versus placebo are positively correlated with TAS scores.
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control in humans with SSRIs (Hollander et al., 2005) align with
the hypothesis of a serotonergically mediated inhibitory control
of the prefrontal cortex over reward signals in the NAcc (Du-
vauchelle et al., 1992).

In accordance with the previous study on NAcc–avPFC inter-
actions and cognitive control (Diekhof and Gruber, 2010), we
also observed significant relationships between the personality
trait impulsivity and the extent of these functional interactions.
Subjects with higher tendency towards risk-taking and sensation-
seeking behavior appeared more susceptible to medication effects
of the serotonergic agent. In contrast, effects of the treatment
with bupropion (less negative interactions compared with pla-
cebo) were stronger in subjects with lower TAS scores. In the
previous study by Diekhof and Gruber (2010), subjects with
lower novelty seeking/impulsivity traits expressed a higher nega-
tive NAcc–avPFC interaction that in turn was related to a higher
inhibitory behavioral control. The authors suggested that the
height of NAcc–avPFC functional interaction might be related to
a stable disposition for impulsive behaviors, and that less negative
functional interactions might be associated with a reduced ability
to control desires and impulses. Given this framework, the neg-
ative relationship of increasing TAS scores with increasingly neg-
ative, paroxetine-modulated NAcc–avPFC interaction estimates,
as found in our study, suggests that subjects with a higher pro-
pensity for risk-taking behaviors are more susceptible to poten-
tially inhibitory drug effects. Under bupropion, however, the
opposite effect emerges: subjects low on risk seeking/trait impul-
sivity demonstrated more decreased inhibitory NAcc–avPFC in-
teractions, suggesting that a lower propensity for risk-taking
behavior promotes the dopaminergic/noradrenergic mechanism
of action. While greater risk-taking behavior facilitated the sus-
ceptibility to the potentially inhibitory drug effects of paroxetine,
less risk-taking facilitated the susceptibility to the disinhibitory
effects of bupropion.

An association of bupropion with decreased inhibitory con-
trol is in good accordance with previous reports on the detrimen-
tal effects of dopamine agonists on impulse control. Increased
impulsivity has been observed in dopamine-treated patients with
Parkinson’s disease or restless legs syndrome (Dodd et al., 2005;
Gallagher et al., 2007; Voon et al., 2007; Abler et al., 2009). The
dopamine agonistic properties of bupropion may therefore have
led to the decreased inhibitory NAcc–avPFC interactions result-
ing in a less inhibited, increased NAcc activation upon erotic
stimulation.

While present results appear to well corroborate previous
findings on the interaction between avPFC and NAcc, those pre-
vious results were obtained using money as a secondary rein-
forcer (Diekhof and Gruber, 2010). Therefore it is of note that we
could extend those previous results by use of erotic stimuli as a
primary reinforcer (Agmo, 2007). Since it is not an absolute con-
dition that neural regulatory mechanisms related to the process-
ing of primary and secondary reinforcers have to be the same, the
commensurability of both result patterns independent of specific
stimulus characteristics further strengthens the generalizability
of the interpretation above.

Parallel to the reciprocal modulation of the NAcc–avPFC in-
teraction by bupropion and paroxetine, psychophysiological in-
teraction analyses also revealed the predicted interactions
between the bilateral NAcc and raphé nuclei and their modula-
tion by the different drugs. Treatment with an SSRI enhanced the
negative coupling between the NAcc and the key structure of the
serotonergic system, and integrates well with previous ideas on a

link between SSRI intake and altered processing of primary re-
wards (Kranz et al., 2010; Boureau and Dayan, 2011).

A limitations to this study is the fact that paroxetine, in addi-
tion to its strong affinity for serotonergic receptors, has a weak
affinity for muscarinic receptors (Thomas et al., 1987) that may
have modulated the results to some extent. Because we only in-
cluded male subjects, generalizability of the results is limited.
Although investigating subjects after 7 d of medication intake
allowed for steady-state conditions, the full spectrum of adaptive
changes in neurotransmitter systems that may relate to antide-
pressant effects could not be captured. The overshoot of seroto-
nergic functioning that is thought to underlie the antidepressant
efficacy of SSRIs is only observed after 3– 4 weeks (Blier and de
Montigny, 1998). Initial inhibitory effects on noradrenergic ac-
tivity under bupropion recover over a period of �2 weeks (El
Mansari et al., 2008). According to these findings, statements
regarding monoaminergic functioning under paroxetine or bu-
propion at 7 d of intake may not cover the full spectrum of the
drugs’ mode of action. Furthermore, directionality of the influ-
ences between investigated brain areas cannot be determined
with the method of calculating psychophysiological interactions
used.

The present results shed further light on potential mecha-
nisms of how different antidepressants may modulate reward-
related behavior and associated brain activation. Enhanced
negative NAcc–avPFC and NAcc–raphé interactions under SSRIs
may help to explain the decreased activity of the ventral striatum
under these drugs and the associated deficits in reward-related
functions, including well known effects on impulsivity, hedonia,
and sexual satisfaction. Understanding of these mechanisms ap-
pears to be of high relevance to assure adherence to and efficacy of
antidepressive treatment, especially in young individuals. The
additional observation on how the existence of a specific and
conceptually related personality trait modulated individual drug
effects on therapeutically more or less wishful interactions be-
tween brain regions may further help in adjusting individualized
treatment protocols in the future.
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